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It is demonstrated for the three-dimensional three-

particle system that a divergence arising from essentially

the same singularity structure of the kernel of the scat-

tering integral equation is responsible for both the Efimov

and the Thomas effects. The above divergence implies that

the results of three-particle dynamical calculation be sen-

sitive to the details of the two-particle interaction. In

two dimensional systems the above divergence is absent and

consequently the three-particle observables become essen-

tially model independent.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade theie has been considerable in-

terest in two dimensional systems such as helium adsorbed on

graphite1 and spin polarized hydrogen (Ht)recombining on a

helium film2. The theoretical treatment of such systems in-

volves two dimensional quantum mechanical problems sometimes

involving even three particles. In view of the possibility

of detecting multiparticle bound states in monolayers of

quantum gases it is interesting to solve numerically the

bound state problem of few particles in two dimensions . Such

numerical calculations have already been done by Tjon and

others(see Ref.4).Also, a study of two dimensional quantum

mechanical three particle system is essential5 for studying

low temperature behaviour of quantum cluster coefficients in

two dimensions, which is crucial for studying quantum me-

chanical properties of such systems. In order to have a com-

plete understanding of the above problems it is necessary to

study the quantum mechanical three particle problem both for-

mally and numerically.

From the experience gained from the study of three-

dimensional three particle quantum systems we shall demon-

strate certain general features of the quantum mechanical

three particle system in two dimensions. In particular we

shall show that if reasonable assumptions are made about the

underlying two particle interaction the quantum mechanical

three particle problem in two dimensions is basically model



independent. We shall also demonstrate that this model inde-

pendence is a consequence of the absence of the Efimov6 and

the Thomas7 effects in two dimensions. The three particle three

dimensional problem, on the other hand, is very sensitive to

the model employed in its solution. In this paper we present

a unified treatment of Efimov and Thomas effects and the mod-

el dependence of three particle observables in two and three

dimensions.

The quantum mechanical three-dimensional three-parti-

cle system is the simp] v one which shows certain peculiar

effects ai'.H has become the subject of intense study in atom-

ic, nuclear, and particle physics especially because such a

study is expected to yield information about the underlying

two-particle interaction. The two roost remarkable properties

that this, system exhibits were first studied by Efimov and

Thomas and are known as the Efimov6 and the Thomas7 effects,

repectively.

Efimov6 showed that if *:hree nonrelativistic identi-

cal bosons interact via short-range two-particle interaction

\ V (r) of ra^ge rQ then- in the limit as A -»A0 where AQ is

the strength needed to support the first zero energy two-particle

bound state «the number of three particle bound states N

tends to infinity and is roughly given by the formula

(1)

where -*• ->t -tering length which tends to

infinity as ^~»^0 • H^ --• - "nt context Thomas7



showed that if three nonrelativistic particles interact via

short-range two particle interaction "XVfr), then as the range

rQ of this interaction tends to zero the binding energy of

the three particle system B increases beyond any limit;

B —*- «° .We shall show in this work that these two appar-

ently different effects are related essentially to the same

divergence of the trace of the kernel of the scattering

equation of the three particle system in two different lim-

its f and hence have the same mathematical origin. We demon-

strate from our unified discussion of Efimov and Thomas ef-

fects that as r0-* 0 in the Thomas limit the particle sys-

tem is expected to have infinite number of bound states with

an accumulation point at infinite binding energy.It is worth-

while to recall that as |a|—• oo in the Efimov limit the

infinite number of bound states accumulate at zero binding

energy.

In our unified treatment of this problem we show that

the presence of one of the Efimov and Thomas effects implies

the presence of the other. Also, the expectation that the

study of the three particle system in three dimensions at

low energies, but slightly away from the Efimov limitr will

yield informations about the underlying two-particle inter-

action, and especially about its off-shell behaviour. This

expectation is related to the existence of the above men-

i--.ed divergence of the trace of the kernel responsible for

• n^ -1"* ̂ homas effects. In other words this divergrnce

JL
 krac^ ... /ÍÜ.;;Ü1 implies that the three particle

obse ._ - :. model dependent or be sensitive to the off-



shell behaviour of two particle interaction when one is slight-

ly away from the Efimov limit.

He verify that in two dimensional three-particle iys-

tem the Efimov-Thomas divergence of the trace of the kernel

is absent and consequently there is no Efimov or Thomas ef-

fects \ná for this system the low-energy three particle

observables are less sensitive to the off-shell behaviour

of two-particle interaction and are reasonably model inde-

pendent. The low-energy four-partic1,* .» •*•,%.»».«."? * lik*:̂ -

the n particle system) in two dimensions is also ex^-s^efe

to yield model independent results if on-shell two particle

properties are held fixed. The three-dimensional low energy

four particle system is, on the other hand, sensitive to the

off-shell behaviour of two particle interaction.

The present discussion has interesting consequence on

the low-energy three nucleon system. In this case the kernel

of the underlying scattering equation shows the Efiroov-Thomas

divergence and the expected off-shell sensitivity of low-en-

ergy three nucleon observables has been observed in numerical cal-

culations. It has been shown6'9 that in the Efimov limit the

three particle system in three dimensions can essentially be

described in terras of an effective long range r type in-

teraction at large distances and the properties of the in-

finite Efimov states become idependent of the details of

the two-particle interaction. As we move away from the Efimov

limit (by increasing the deuteron binding for instance) the

remaining three particle bound states ere expected to become

more and more model dependent. In the case of the three nucleon system,



as the deuteron binding is "low" and as one is still near the

Efimov limit, the off-shell sensitivity of low energy three

nucleon observables is not very strong and essentially is

controlled by one three-nucleon parameter*'' such as the

triton binding energy. Once two on-shell equivalent two-nu-

cleon interactions produce identical triton binding they pro-

duce identical results for all three-nucleon observables.

This leads to correlations among various theoretically cal-

culated trinucleon observables8'10, which have been observed

in various realistic and model calculations.

In two dimensions we expect the three particle obser-

vables to be reasonably insensitive to off-shell properties

of two-particle interaction. This model independence of the

three particle system in two dimensions was implicit in the

work of Tjon^ who, however, was not completely aware of it.

We shall explicitly demonstrate this model independence nu-

merically and provide physical explanation for it through our

unified discussion of Efimov and Thomas effects.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we

present our unified description of the Efimov and Thomas ef-

fects in three dimensions and its relation with off-shell sen-

sitivity of three particle observables. In Sec. Ill we pres-

ented a similar discussion in two dimensions and provide justi-

fication of model independence of three particle observables

in two dimensions. In Sec. IV we present some numerical re-

sults of three-parti*cle energy in two-dimensions and dem-

onstrate its model independence. Finally, in Sec. V we pres-

ent a brief discussion and concluding remarks.



II.EFIMOV AND THOMAS EFFECTS IN THREE DIMENSIONS

For simplicity we limit our discussion in this section

and the following to the case of three identical bosons though

many of our conclusions are valid for less symmetric situa-

tions. As we shall base our discussion on the work of Amado

and Noble11 we present only a brief account of their work in

the following and refer the more interested reader to the o-

riginal article.

The homogeneous three-particle scattering equations re-

sponsible for the bound state problem reduce to a single

equation in the case of identical bosons each of mass m ,

which can be written as

> f*/ ~ " i — r • *\r ' ~ i r • "~ J i * r * ~T ' J O J

where in units * = m» 1 the kernel K is given by

3 ... (3)

where t is the two particle t matrix and E is the three-

particle center of mass energy. It has been suggested that since

the divergence of the trace of the kernel at the Ef imov limit

arises from the small momentum behaviour of the kernel the

essential features of the Efimov effect can be obtained by

keeping only the pole term cf the two particle t matrix.
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Equation (2) then reduces to a one variable integral equation

M )

with

-2

where a is the usual two-particle scaterring length and

A is a momentum cut off introduced to preserve convergence

at large momentum. A. is supposed to be related to thf* range

r_ of two particle interaction by .A. « r~ . The pole ap-

proximation for the off-shell two particle t matrix as has

been done in Eq.(5) is consistent with the zero range limit

r —> 0. However, in order to reach the Thomas limit the

inverse range parameter of Eq.(5) should tend to infinity

consistent with rfl » _A.
 a0« The Efimov limit is achieved

by taking |a|-» oo in Eq.(S). Hence by taking appropriate

limits in Eqs. (4) and (5) one can study the Efimov and Thomas

effects in a unified way.

For our discussion it is convenient to study the aux-

iliary eigenvalue problem

For each E and 'X there is an infinite set of discrete



eigenvalues i* . Por any E and X » ^ «1 corresponds to an

eigenstate of the problem. For a fixed negative E the real

% * s grow in magnitude with A . Hence each * for a fixed

A ( < ^ o ) can be unity once as E goes from •*» to 0.

Thus an infinite number of bound states each with binding

energy greater than B must correspond to an infinite number

of eigenvalues "h *s being greater than unity at E » -B ,

which will imply that TrKntE«-Bf A ) diverge for any n.

As the divergence of the trace of the kernel is a ne-

cessary condition for infinite s wave bound states to ap-

pear we examine the trace of the s wave projection of the

kernel. The trace is given by

where ji2 » - E and oL = I/a. Without losing generality

from now on we take oC to be positive . It is easy to see from

Eq.(7) that for |42 * - E » O.TrK diverges at the lower

limit p -* 0 as In at when oi —• 0 and diverges at the

upper limit p-í-A. as In A when .A-* «•' - The first di-

vergence corresponds to the Ef irnov limit and the second corresponds

to the Thomas limit . It is easy to see that these two divergences

have essentially the same mathematical origin and that one implies

the other. For our purpose we rewrite TrK given by Eq. (7) as
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Now TrK of Eq.<8) is perfectly finite at the lower limit

y —*» 0 but may diverge at the upper limit as A/*1 -* ©• .

Hence both the Efimov and Thomas divergence appears in Eq.

(8) as large y divergence. The essential divergence pro-

perties of TrK of Eq.{8) can be summarized as follows.For

p - 0 Trie diverges as ln( A/oi ) while either <* —* 0 or

A""* °* í f°r j3 i* 0 TrK diverges as In A as A -» «• and

remains finite as of — • 0. In the above limiting procedure

we, however, do not consider the possibility that <* —*• 0 and
A

A — * °* symultaneously. The divergence of TrK at E »-B

is only a necessary condition for the appearence of infinite

bound states with binding energy greater than B. In order

that the infinite bound states really appear one requires that

TrK* diverges as lr( A / * ) for all n such that infinite
A

eigenvalues of K accumulate at a value greater than unity.

The necessary rigourous study of TrKn has been performed

by Amado and Noble11 and we do*not repeat it here. From the

above divergence of TrK for |3 • 0 we conclude that there

are infinite bound states both in the Efimov limit ( oi —+ 0)

and in the Thomas limit ( A -* o- ). For any finite y9( t 0)

TrK does not diverge as * —> 0, which means that in the

Efimov limit there are no infinite bound states with finite

binding energy and the infinite Efimov states accumulate at

zero energy. But for laige but finite |3 « Ji0 , TrK diverges

as In \ as A —*• o° t which means that in the Thomas limit

there are infinite bound states with binding energy greater

than A, • As this is true for any A , however large, we
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conclude that infinite Thomas states accumulate at infinite

binding energy.

'Apart from this similarity in the mathematical descrip-

tion of Efimov and Thomas effects there is a physical sim-

ilarity between these two effects. In the case of Efimov ef-

fect |a|—» oo and ro is finite, whereas in the case of

Thomas effect rQ —*• 0 and Ja| is finite. In both cases

|a| » x-0 , which limit can be achieved by making ja|->oo

(Efimov effect} or ro — > 0 (Thomas effect) and at p • 0

TrK diverges as lr(]a|/r0 ). We call this divergence the

Efimov-Thomas divergence which happens for |a|/ro — » o* in

our unified discussion of Efimov and Thomas effects. Both

these effects can be easily understood in terms of the ef-

fective interaction of the system. It has been demonstrated

in a simple model by Fonseca, Redish, and Shanley12 that the

effective interaction of the system has a 1/r* behaviour at

intermediate distances for | a | > r > rQ , where r0 is the

range of two-particle interaction and a is the two-particle

scattering length. When |a|—> oo we have a long-range ef-

fective 1/r2 interaction which leads to the Efimov effect;

and when r^ — > 0 we have a 1/r2 interaction at short

distance which leads to the collapse of the Thomas states at

infinite binding. Hence both these effects can be understood

by two limiting cases of the same effective interaction.

In a less pathological and more realistic situation at

low energies for a finite |a| » r^ ( ?* 0) Eqs. (4) and (5)

are still valid but now with the 0's replaced by more
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realistic form factors. In this case the convergence of the

integral in Eq(4) is not given by the cut off A ,which is

now set equal to infinity, but is given by the large momentum

behaviour of the form factors of the two particle interaction.

Then the solution of Eq. (4) is expected to be very sensi-

tive to the large momentum behaviour of the two-body interac-

tion or Lo its short range behaviour. Essentially, once the

two-particle on-shell properties are held fixed and the two-

particle interaction is assumed to be of short range this

flexibility of the two-body interaction at short distances

leads to different off-shell behaviour, which in turn will

lead to different three-particle observables. As mentioned in

Sec. I this off-shell sensitivity of three particle obser-

vables has been observed in three nucleon calculations8"10.

In general different on-shell equivalent two nucleon interac-

tions lead to distinct three nucleon observables8.The situa-

tion is completely different in two dimensions and we present a

discussion of this case in the following section.
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III. EFIMOV AND THOMAS EFFECTS IN TWO DIMENSIONS

In this section we shall deal with the problem of

Efimov and Thomas effects in two dimensions. In this case the

s wave projection of Eqs.(i) and (5) is

(9)

but now with3,4

(10)

where t(E - -j p2) is the appropriate two-body s wave t

matrix. The appropriate effective range parametrization of

the two-body t matrix in this case is given by

t(e) =

(ID

This two-body t matrix has a bound state pole at € » - tf 2

and the appropriate Efimov limit of zero two-body binding is

achieved when f —> 0. The foxm til) for the two-body t ma-

trix is appropriate for our analysis though a one term at-

tractive separable potential produces a zero energy bound
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state only in the limit when the strength of the potential

goes to zero. However, a two term separable potential with

an attractive and a repulsive part can produce a zero energy

bound state with a non-zero potential. Even in this latter

case the low energy parametrization of the two-particle t

matrix can be written in the form of Eq.(11). As in the case

of three dimensional problems we can study the Efimov and

Thomas effects through a study of TrKn. For n-1, TrK is giv-
*

en by

T r K » M P PL"\ r>- )\ L2P P ' (12)

A

This form of TrK is appropriate for studying both Efimov

and Thomas effects. Efimov effect is related to low-momentum

divergence of this integral where as Thomas effect is related

to its high momentum divergence. In the case of Efimov ef-

fect the two-body binding energy Tf2 is zero and the pole

of the two-body t matrix in Eq.(12) coincides with the

lower limit of the integral as one also takes E»0 in Eq.

(12) as in Sec.II. In the case of the Thomas effect the

divergence of the integral (12) at the lower limit is ex-

cluded. For our purpose it is convenient to rewrite Eq.(12)

as

or VJ
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where £ 2» -E. Equation (13) should be* compared withEq.(8);

in both cases both Efimov and Thomas effects are related to

the large y divergence. There is one difference, however,

In Eq. (13) while studying Efimov effect (r-»0, {ò - O) the

lower limit of the integral can not and should not be ex-

tended to zero, because for y9 • 0 the integral in Eq. (13)

diverges at the lower limit as y —> 0; whereas in Eq.(8)the

integral is perfectly finite at the lower limit. This is why

limit c -» 0 has been introduced in Eq.(13). On the other

hand, while studying Thomas effect we set E » -/32 ?* 0 and

Ô 2 > 7f2 so that the denominators of Eq. (13) never have

a zero. It is easy to see that for 13 • 0 TrK diverges as

ln[ln(A/Y)l while either Tf —> 0 (Efimov limit), or

^ -> co (Thomas limit). for /3 # 0 TrK diverges as

ln[ln(A )] as A-* °° (Thomas limit) and t is kept finite;

but TrK does not diverge for ft # 0, T -* 0 and-A finite.

This behaviour is exactly identical to the behaviour of TrK

in three dimensions. But in order that Efimov or Thomas ef-

fect may exist TrKn must diverge in a similar fashion for

any n. For our purpose we consider TrK2 for E-0, which

can be easily written as

V v)/(fc* <v)T •
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While written in the form (14) the divergence of the trace

coming only from the upper limit is of interest because the

two-body binding energy ?f2 has been scaled from the in-

tegrand and put at the upper limit together with A. . The most

divergent part of the integral (14) at the upper limit can

be extracted after making the following transformation * of

variable: x * rcosO, y * rsind. Then we have

TrK - M Sir

, ^nfrwaJ^frwQjj

At the upper limit of r integration, presumably at r-»°o

the 9 integration is well behaved and any divergence in

this limit should come from the upper limit of the following

integral

* A fa

which at the upper limit yields

which is perfectly finite as A "> °° or Y-> 0. This proves

the absence of both Efimov and Thomas effects in two dimen-

sions. The absence of the Efimov-Thomas divergence of the

trace of the kernel in two dimensions means that the inte-
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gration limit in Eq. 19) can conveniently be pushed to in-

finity without the need of introducing form factors of two-

particle interaction. Hence in Eq.(9) the large momentum

behaviour is essentially given by Eq.(10) even in the case

of realistic potentials, because, unlike in the case of three

dimensions* at large momentum the kernel tends to zero very

rapidly and gives convergent integrals at large momentum

without any need of realistic form factors of two particle

interactions. In other words, Eq.(9) will be insensitive to

the large momentum behaviour of these form factors» or to the

short range behaviour of the two-particle interactions. As-

suming that in various three particle calculations one uses

different short range two particle interactions /tfhich produce

identical two particle on shell results, then the three par-

ticle observables in two dimensions, unlike in three dimen-

sions, will be reasonabley model independent.

Though the absence of Efimov effect has been conjec-

tured before in two dimensions using different model by Bruch

and Tjon* (separable potential model), Lim and Mourone13

(hyperspherical harmonic approach), and Lim and Shimer13

(Born-Oppenheimer approach), the present discussion is dis-

tinct from these works in being completely model independent

and in being the unique one which unifies the discussion of

Efimov and Tho: as effects and the model independence of three

particle of observables in two dimensions.

The model independence of three particle observables

in two dimensions was implicit in the work of Tjon3.He found

a small sensitivity of three particle binding energy in two

dimensions on two-particle interaction employed when he held
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fixed the two particle binding energy. We shall see that the

above sensitivity completely disappears if one holds both the

two-particle scattering length and binding energy fixed*Then

the three-particle binding energy in two dimension becomes

completely model independent.



IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to demonstrate our claim of model indepen-

dence in two dimensions of three-particle observables we have

performed three-particle calculation with the following sep-

arable potential3

<p|V|p'> - - V P W > (15)

with

(16)

The two particle t matrix at energy E with thii» potential is

given by

In this case the fully on-shell t matrix

« i s given by

~*pr if* 2 J
(17)
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Using the effective range expansion this t matrix is pa-

rametrized at low energies as

J * (18)

with14

Here Ò is the scattering phase shift14 and a2 is the equiv-

alent of the scattering lengthen three dimensions. It .has

been shown in Ref. 14 that there are several ways of def-

ining the scattering length in this case in terms of a2

However, for our purpose we shall call this dimensionless

quantity a2 to be the scattering length which is the en-

ergy independent part of the "two dimensional effective range

function" cot £ . We also define a modified scattering length

i 2 by

so that

- «•

where E 2 is the binding energy of the two particle system.

The modified scattering length ã2 will be useful in our
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study of universality in the three particle system in two

dimensions. It is interesting to note that when the two par-

ticle binding energy E2= 1* 3 2 reduces to a2. Jn Eqs. (19)

and (21) there is a parameter in the argument of the loga-

rithm14 which is set equal to unity and takes care of dimen-

sional consistency. Explicitly, Equations (17) and (19)leads

to the following non zero part of cot£ in the limit E->0:

am-i

V a + ^ r Ç ^ - + ̂ f""̂  <22>

.. ,. + * "̂  + ̂ S T "̂  W"̂  <23>

It is obvious from Eqs.(22) and (23) that the apparent di-

mensional inconsistency of Eq.(19) does not really exist.

From Eq.(23) we have explicitly

and

^ * (25)

In order to demonstrate our claim of model indepen-

dence of three-particle observables in two dimensions we cal-

culate the binding energy E 3 of three identical bosons in

two dimensions by solving the three particle Faddeev equations

in the momentum space. These equations are to be found in
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the V*P e r by Tjon^ and we do not quote them here. In Fig. 1

we plot the ratio of triroer to diraer binding energies E3/E2

versus ã2. We varied the parameter m of Eq.(16)from 1 to

10 and varied A of Eq. (15) setting /I » 1 so as to generate

'some of the points of the E3/E2 versus i2 plot of Fig.l.

These points are exhibited in Table 1 and compared with the

calculation of Ref.3. Each value of m of Eq.(16)generates

one type of form factor. We find that the plots for all m's

lie on the same universal E3/E2 versus a2 plot.

The universal E3/E2 versus ã2 plot is essential-

ly the E3 versus a2" plot where E2= 1. This is because*

when Ej- 1 * E3/Ep reduces to E3 and ã2 reduces to a2.

This maeans that when E 2
3 1 # E3 is uniquely determined by

a2 and this unique value can be read off from Fig. Unorder

to verify this universality directly we performed some cal-

culations by varying j9 and % so as to maintain E2»l.These

results are shown in Table 2. The results of Table 2 are

also plotted in Fig. 1. It is easy to verify that the po-

tentials of Table 2 use p which are very different from

p used in Table 1. Yet the results of Tables 1 and 2 fall

on the same universal curve of Fig. 1 , which is essentially

the plot of E3 versus a2 for E2« 1* As all the potentials

lie on the same universal curve of Fig. 1 we conclude that

when E2 is maintained constant (E2=l) the three-particle

energy E3 is a function of a2 essentially independent of

potential.

The same result is expected to hold for another E2
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as there is nothing special about E2*l. It is interesting

to consent at this stage that though the results of Tables 1

and 2 produce very different values of E2 , they are near

the universal Efimov limit of small two-particle binding in

that E 2 « (I2 and the three-particle binding E 3 is rea-

sonably model independent. Of course, there is a width of

the E3/E2 versus â> plot of Fig.l which varies from 0

(for a2*s0) to 5%(for a2** *15) as one moves away from the

Efimov limit ( E 2 = a2 * 0 ) . It is well known8

that in three dimensional three nucleon system as E2

and a2 are held fixed E3 varies widely generating triton

binding which may range from 6 NeV to 12 MeV. From the

proceeding discussion of Efimov and Thomas effects such large

variation of E3 in three dimensions is expected. Though we

are limited in this paper to a class of separable potentials

of Eq.(15) - which results in at best a variation E 3 of

the order of < 5% - in view of the arguments presented in

Sec. Ill the present conclusion of model independence of

three particle observables in two dimensions is by no means

limited to the example studied in this section and is -expec-

ted to be true in general.

The present conclusion of mode3 independence is ex-

pected to be true not only in the case of three-particle

binding energy E3 but also to other low energy three-particle

observables such as the scattering length a3 for scattering

of one particle from the bound state of other two. We calcu-

lated A^ f°r o u r model potentials and found that this was

indeed the case. Finally, we studied the correlation among
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E 3 and a3 calculated with one model potentials which pro-

duce the same E 2 and a2* As expected from our study above

the correlation between E 3 and a3 is reduced essentially

to a point if E 2 and a 2 are held fixed. In other words,

if E 2 and &2 a r e held fixed the three-particle system in

two dimensions essentially produces the same E3 and a^

near the Efimov limit. In the case of the three-particle sys-

tem in three dimensions the on-shell properties of the two

particle system E 2 and a2 are not sufficient to determine

E 3 and a3 uniquely and this leads to the well known lin-

ear correlation® between the calculated E3 and a3 in the

three nucleon system known as the Phillips plot.
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V. SUMMARY

In this paper we have presented a unified discussion

of Efimov and Thomas effects and model dependence of three

particle observables. In particular we have shown that both

Efimov and Thomas effects are consequences of the same sin-

gularity structure of the kernel of the scattering integral

equation satisfied by the three particle system. In the case

of two dimensional three particle system» this singularity

structure does not allow for the occurence of Efiroov and

Thomas effects and suppresses the contributions of the large

momentum parts of the two particle t matrix in the three

particle integral equation so that the three particle ob-

servables are insensitive to large momentum parts or short

range behaviour of two particle interaction. This makes the

three particle observables in two dimensions reasonably mo-

del independent. The three particle system in three dimen-

sions allows for the occurence of Efimov and Thomas effects

and consequently the three particle observables in three di-

mensions is very sensitive to short range (off-shell) behav-

iour of two particle interactions.
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TABLE CAPTION:

1. The climer and trimer binding energies E 2 and E3, and

the scattering length ã2 for various potentials charac-

terized by /3 (=1), m and A . The E3/E2 values are

also shown and compared with the calculation of Tjon(Ref.

3).

2. The trimer binding energy E3 for fixed E2<^=1) and a2

for various potentials characterized by Ô , m (=1 and 10),

and A . The calculated E3 is roughly constant.

FIGURE CAPTION

1. The ratio of trimer and dimer binding energies E3/E2 as

a function of S2 ^ o r t n e various separable potentials.

Data of Tables 1 and 2 are plotted in this universal

plot.
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TABLE 1

m

1

2

4

10

*

fã * 1

0.0602
0.0698
0.0799
0.0863
0.0961
0.1000
0.1043
0.1242
0.1404
0.1838

0.0801
0.0998
0.1200
0.1400

0.0481
0.0633
Q.0731
0.1116
0.1861

0.0561
0.0776
0.0923
0.1131
0.1562

E2

0.0019
0.004
0.0073
0.0100
0.0150
0.0173
0.0200
0.0350
0.0500
0.1000

0.0032
0.0074
0.0135
0.0211

0.0001
0.0005
0.0010
0.0050
0.0200

0.0001
0.0005
0.0010
0.0020
0.005a

E3 a2

0.0069
0.0129
0.0208
0.0266
0.0362
0.0401
0.0449
0.0673
0.0863
0.1366

0.0199
0.0350
0.0575
0.0791

0.0019
0.0075
0.0133
0.0468
0.1245

0.0042
0.0160 *
0.0278
0.0472
0.0914

E3/E2

9.21
8.08
7.24
6.83
6.34
6.18
6.01
5.44
5.12
4.58

7.30
6.23
5.57
5.14

11.53
8.97
7.91
5.82
4.55

10.05
7.55
6.61
5.78
4.99

E3/E2

(Ref.3)

9.05

7.26

6.13

7.25
6.26
5.56
5.12
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TABLE 2

m v» » / A. t. v £ 3 ( 1 0 " 1 )

@ A / A 4 W * 2 E 3

' E 3(m-10)

1 10.000 0.08630 0.02655 6.832 1.023
10 32.539 0.09033

1 7.071 0.10460 0.04485 6.014
10 23.12? 0.110728 5.857 1.027

1 5.345 0.12420 0.06727 5.442 1.030
10 17.562 0.132902 5.283

1 4.472 0.14043 0.08626 5.120 1.032
10 14.75 0.15119 4.961

1 3.1623 0.18363 0.1366 4.582 1.035
10 10.509 0.20074 4.425
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